Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Education
Will meet at:  9:00 A.M.  Date:  May 28, 2003
Location: Committee Room 1
Remarks:

HB 846 SALTER  TEACHERS/LEAVE: Removes certain eligibility requirements for teachers requesting medical leave sabbaticals

HB 947 SALTER  SCHOOLS/EMPLOYEES: Provides a salary supplement for certain school psychologists who have met requirements and acquired the credential issued by the National School Psychology Certification Board

HB 1231 FUTRELL  TEACHERS: Provides relative to teachers eligible for participation in the Critical Teacher Shortage Incentive Program

HB 1450 WALSWORTH  STUDENT/ASSESSMENT: Prohibits administration of all required LEAP tests prior to April first of each year

HB 1522 WALSWORTH  CRIME/SEX OFFENSES: Prohibits certain sex offenders from being employed in any public or private elementary or secondary school

HB 1941 CRANE  STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHIP: Transfers, with certain exceptions, the La. Student Financial Assistance Commission and the Office of Student Financial Assistance to the Bd. of Regents and retains the commission as an advisory body

SB 38 IRONS  CURRICULA: Requires the free enterprise curriculum to include instruction in personal finance beginning with the 2004-2005 school year. (gov sig)

SB 50 THEUNISSEN  SCHOOLS: Eliminates caps on teacher and support person of the year awards and provides for school board approval.

SB 83 THEUNISSEN  EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: Re-creates the Department of Education and its agencies. (6/30/03)

SB 112 THEUNISSEN  EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITY: Allows distinguished educators to extend their employment up to 6 years at certain low performing schools. (gov sig)

SB 126 THEUNISSEN  TEACHERS: Increases membership on the State Advisory Commission on Teacher Education and Certification from 11 to 13 members. (gov sig)

SB 128 THEUNISSEN  TEACHERS: Establishes the principal of the year awards by law and allows both the outstanding state teachers and principals to receive certain monetary awards from private sources without violating the ethics code. (gov sig)

SB 231 THEUNISSEN  FUNDS/FUNDING: Provides school improvement as an optional secondary use for money in the statutory school rewards fund. (gov sig)
SB 362 THEUNISSEN

STUDENTS: Requires submission to the Bd. of Regents of institutional policies that provide for permitted access of parents to the student education records of their dependent child pursuant to the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. (gov sig)

SB 759 THEUNISSEN

POSTSECONDARY ED: Creates and provides for the Process Technology Advisory Board. (gov sig)

________________________________________
CARL CRANE
Chairman